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Urban Cowboy 40th Anniversary John Travolta is the Urban Cowboy, breakin'
hearts and bustin' mechanical bulls in one of his most electrifying film roles.
By day, Bud Davis (Travolta) toils at a Texas oil refinery; at night, he trades his
hard hat for a Stetson and heads to Gilley's, Houston's most popular nightclub.
There, he meets a pretty two-stepper named Sissy (Debra Winger) who thinks
Bud is a "real cowboy." But Bud's got to prove it when a dangerous ex-con
(Scott Glenn) schemes to rob Gilley's and steal Sissy's heart. Travolta and
Winger make an unforgettable screen couple in this compelling, Texas-sized
look at a country western way of life. Featuring a hit soundtrack and musical
appearances by Mickey Gilley, Johnny Lee, Bonnie Raitt and The Charlie
Daniels Band. the disc features new bonus content, including a retrospective
piece called “Good Times with Gilley: Looking Back at Urban Cowboy”
featuring a new interview with Mickey Gilley, and multiple deleted scenes.
The Blu-ray also includes outtakes and rehearsal footage previously released
on DVD, as well as access to a digital copy of the film. Paramount
Pretty in Pink Teen sensations Molly Ringwald (Sixteen Candles, The Breakfast
Club) and Andrew McCarthy (St. Elmo’s Fire) drew rave reviews for their
starring performances in this timeless love story. Andie (Ringwald) is a high
school girl from the other side of town. Blane (McCarthy) is the wealthy
heartthrob who asks her to the prom. But as fast as their romance builds, it’s
threatened by the painful reality of peer pressure. The film also stars Jon
Cryer, James Spader, Harry Dean Stanton, and Annie Potts and features a
phenomenal new wave soundtrack, including the title track by the
Psychedelic Furs. Blu-ray also includes a new Filmmaker Focus with director
Howard Deutch and, for the first time, the film’s isolated score track from
composer Michael Gore. Also included is the previously released featurette
“The Lost Dance: The Original Ending.” Paramount
The Hunt Twelve strangers wake up in a clearing. They don't know where they
are, or how they got there. They don't know they've been chosen... for a very
specific purpose... The Hunt. In the shadow of a dark internet conspiracy
theory, a group of globalist elites gathers for the very first time at a remote
Manor House to hunt humans for sport. But the elites' master plan is about to
be derailed because one of the hunted, Crystal, knows The Hunters' game
better than they do. She turns the tables on the killers, picking them off, one
by one, as she makes her way toward the mysterious woman at the center of it
all. Universal
South Park Season 23 South Park returns for it's amazing 23rd season! Join
Stan, Kyle, Cartman, Kenny, and Randy as they explore the wonders of the
human biome, tackle the consequences of immigration, and get banned in
China. Paramount
Blood and Money Retired veteran Jim Reed (Tom Berenger) goes deer
hunting in northern Maine when he stumbles upon a bag of money filled with
cash, near a dead body. He takes the bag and runs, but keeps an eye on what's
happening as a car full of men looking for the money arrives. They see that
there are tracks all around, and set out to discover who has their cash. Back at
his cabin, while watching the news, he turns on the television and sees that
there's a bulletin out on five suspects in a violent armed robbery. When the
criminals burn his car, he goes on the run and tries to take down each of the
suspects before they can get to him..Screen Media
Body Cam When punks begin making trouble at a local convenience store
and a policeman walks in and warns them to stop, one of them grabs another
customer and puts a gun to her head. Renee (Mary J. Blige) and her partner
Danny (Nat Wolff ) are asked to provide backup, but to proceed with extreme
caution. They race to the scene but when they get there, there's already been
a shootout and what they find doesn't make any sense. Renee, who has
experienced other crime scenes with occurrences that are inexplicable,
decides to investigate further and discovers there's a supernatural force at
play. Paramount
Hope Gap Grace (Annette Bening) believes she's in a happy, loving
relationship with her husband Edward (Bill Nighy), so when he finally tells her
how unhappy he is after 29 years, and that he's leaving her for another
woman, she's devastated. The ensuing emotional fallout affects their only
grown son (Josh O'Connor), who tries to be understanding for both parents.
Feeling lost in her new, single status in her small seaside town, Grace tries to
regain her footing. Screen Media
Samurai Marathon Acclaimed filmmaker Bernard Rose has created a
stunning visual feast complemented by a haunting score from iconic
composer Philip Glass. Inspired by a race still held annually in Japan, Samurai
Marathon is a lively action flick with a samurai twist. In late feudal Japan, a
young ninja (Satoh) operates undercover in the court of an aging lord and his
rebellious daughter. When the lord challenges his lazy samurai to a punishing
marathon joined covertly by Princess Yuki the ninja finds his loyalties put to
the test. Facing impossible odds, this unusual band of characters is running a
race to either win or die. Well Go
Ghost - 30 Year Anniversary One of the most memorable romantic films ever
and winner of two Academy AwardsÂ®, Sam (Patrick Swayze, living as a ghost,
discovers his death wasn't just a random robbery gone bad. To help him
reconnect with the love of his life, Molly (Demi Moore), and solve his murder,
he enlists he talents of a skeptical psychic (OscarÂ®-winner Whoopi
Goldberg), who doesn't even believe her own abilities. Ghost is a supernatural
mystery-thriller that will cross over into your heart and never leave. The
limited edition Paramount Presents Blu-ray Disc™ is presented in collectible
packaging that includes a foldout image of the original theatrical poster, and
an interior spread with key movie moments. Newly remastered from a 4K film
transfer supervised by director Jerry Zucker, the GHOST Blu-ray also includes a
new Filmmaker Focus with the director, as well as previously released
commentary by Jerry Zucker and writer Bruce Joel Rubin, a look at the making
of the film, and the featurette “Alchemy of a Love Scene.” Paramount
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Clueless 25 Year Anniversary celebration of its 25th anniversary! It's not
easy being the most popular and glamorous girl at Beverly Hills High.
Especially when you're the envy of scheming Betties (female babes),
persistent Barneys (unattractive guys), and teachers who go postal (freak
out) when you turn your homework in late! Yet somehow 15-year-old Cher
(Alicia Silverstone) keeps it all together, even finding time for extracurricular
projects like finding a love match for her debate class teacher and giving a
dowdy friend a fashion makeover. The Blu-ray and Blu-ray Steelbook
include over an hour of previously released special features including a
“Clue or False” trivia game, a fashion featurette, a look at the class of ’95, a
“Suck ‘n Blow” tutorial, original theatrical trailers and more. Paramount
Fatal Attraction 4K Blu-ray Remastered At a Manhattan book launch,
successful lawyer Dan Gallagher (Michael Douglas) meets editor Alex
Forrest (Glenn Close). They’re thrown together the next day due to a
business crisis, and when they go out for drinks, something develops
between the two. Dan has a weekend affair with Alex while his wife is out of
town with their daughter, visiting her parents. Dan wants to get on with his
life after the weekend, but Alex becomes clingy, first attempting suicide and
then stalking him for herself, it appears she will stop at nothing. Included
brand new bonus content focused on the filmmakers. Paramount
King Creole 4 K Remastered The year was 1958. Everybody's datin' at the
drive-in. America launches its first satellite. The novel Lolita stirs up
controversy. And Elvis Presley gives Bourbon Street a new beat in King
Creole. He plays a troubled youth whose singing sets the French Quarter
rockin'. With a sweet girl to love him and nightclubers cheering, it looks like
Elvis will shake off his past and head for the top. But will a mobster (Walter
Matthau) and his man-trap moll (Carolyn Jones) snare him in a life of crime?
Included brand new bonus content focused on the filmmakers. Paramount
To Catch a Thief 4K Remasterd The French Riviera...two luminous stars
(Grace Kelly, Cary Grant)...and the Master of Suspense, Alfred Hitchcock,
behind the camera. They all add up to one romantic, dazzling screen thriller
in this first time on Blu-ray edition. Grant plays John Robie, a retired jewel
thief once known as "The Cat," who catches the eye of Frances Stevens
(Kelly), a pampered, vacationing heiress. But when a new rash of gem thefts
occurs amongst the luxury hotels of the spectacular French playground, it
appears that "The Cat" is on the prowl once again. Is Robie truly reformed?
Or is he deviously using Frances to gain access to the tempting collection
of fabulous jewelry belonging to her mother (Jessie Royce Landis)?
Romantic sparks fly as the suspense builds in this glittering Hitchcock
classic that nabbed an Oscar for Best Cinematography. Included brand new
bonus content focused on the filmmakers. Paramount
Flashdance 4K Remastered Jennifer Beals stars as Alex Owens, a Pittsburgh
steel-mill welder by day, and bar dancer by night. Harboring dreams of a
career in ballet, she is given financial support in this endeavor by her boss
Nick Hurley (Michael Nouri) and moral support by demanding but
big-hearted instructor Hanna Long (Lilia Skala). The film's signature scene is,
of course, Alex's water-drenched dance audition, largely performed in long
shot by her dance double Marine Jahan. Included brand new bonus
content focused on the filmmakers. Paramount
Days of Thunder 4K Remastered From the engine roar and fever pitch of
professional stock car racing, Days Of Thunder explodes with the most
spectacular racing action ever captured on film.
Tom Cruise plays race driver Cole Trickle, whose talent and ambition are
surpassed only by his burning need to win. Discovered by businessman Tim
Daland (Randy Quaid), Cole is teamed with legendary crew chief and
car-builder Harry Hogge (Academy Award. winner Robert Duvall) to race for
the Winston Cup at the Daytona 500. A fiery crash nearly ends Cole's career
and he must turn to a beautiful doctor (Nicole Kidman) to regain his nerve
and the true courage needed to race, to win and to live. Included brand
new bonus content focused on the filmmakers. Paramount
Robert The Bruce In 1306, Robert the Bruce, a member of the nobility who
failed to support William Wallace’s rebellion at a critical time, crowns
himself King and takes the cause of Scotland’s freedom as his own. But he
cannot overcome England’s power. Defeated again and again, his army
scatters, Scotland’s nobility abandons him, and The King of England places
a price on his head. He finds himself alone, wounded and hunted by the
very soldiers he once led. But when he is discovered by a precocious
eleven-year-old whose father died fighting alongside him, both his life and
Scotland’s history are changed forever. This boy, his mother, and two
orphans who share a small croft save the Bruce’s life and nurse him back to
health. He becomes a part of their unique family – and they become the
first soldiers in his new army - as he sets out to claim the long-awaited
freedom of Scotland. Screen Media
Gundala Sancaka has lived on the streets since his parents left him. Living a
hard life, Sancaka survives by thinking about his own safety. When the
condition of the city gets worse and injustice rages throughout the country,
Sancaka must decide whether he continues to live to look after himself or
rise to become hero for the oppressed. Well Go

